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Declaration

[Name]

being a person
Applicant,
1.

2.

authorised

solemnly

The evidence
correct

[Place of residencel

contained

evidence

declare

in support

of this Application

on behalf

of the

that:

in and with this application,

including

appendices,

is true

and

to the best of my knowledge.

I make this solemn
virtue

to present

and sincerely

declaration

conscientiously

of the Oaths and Declarations

Name:

believing

the same to be true

and by

Act 1957.

'

Signature: C -:J . %

Declared

at

C'AriSkjs

Giana

vrck

this

z s fk

day of May 2019.

Filoi Fyfe

Solicitor

Beforeme:
[Name

of Justice

Christchurch

of the Peace, or solicitor,

or other

person

authorised

to take

a statutory

declaration.]

Signatu

I

Furthersupplementaryevidence

in supportofan

registration ofaNewZealand

application for

Geographical Indication: NORTH

CANTERBURY
Response to request

Preliminary

Note

As discussed

in section

Applicant

for supplerhentary

3 below,

has functionally

Canterbury
I am the

Inc.
current

The

merged

Chair

since

merged
entity

of the

filing

with

the

the

Supplementary

other

has been

Applicant,

information

Canterbury

rebranded

a role

I have

Declaration
winegrowing

North

held

of 1 May
body,

Canterbury

Wine

since 16 August

2018.

2018,

Wines
Region

the

of
(see

page

7).

Introduction
In IPONZ'
the
Wine

subsequent

rejecting

the

Rakaia

Compliance
River

Report

as the

dated

southern

30 August
boundary

2018,
of the

IPONZ
proposed

noted

the

NORTH

following

basis

CANTERBURY

for

Gl

region:
Regulation

8 -evidence

does not support

boundary

claimed

We have reviewed the supplementary evidence that you have submitted in support of
the application. However,
we do not consider that the further submitted evidence supports the claimed southern
boundary of the North
Canterbury Gl, as defined by the co-ordinates.
While there may be an absence of any agreed or formal definition of North Canterbury,
and other bodies in
may define their southernmost
boundary as being the Rakaia river, it doesn't follow that the
provided information supports the southernmost boundary being the Rakaia River
for the purposes of protection
of the North Canterbury Gl for wine goods.
Canterbury

Evidence submitted

in support of the reputation of the Gl North Canterbury for wine should relate to the
of the wine goods as essentially attributable to the area. In this case, to justify the
position of the
southernmost boundary as the Rakaia river, the evidence shouldshow that consumers
understand the North
Canterbury Gl for wine as being anywhere north of the Rakaia River.
reputation

You have stated that grapes grown by growers in the Christchurch and Banks Peninsula
areas of North
are recognised aS being NOrth Canterbury grapes, however, it does not follow that
wines from these
areas are recognised as being from the North Canterbury Gl.
Canterbury

Before your application

can be accepted, you will need to:

Provide further evidence that justifies the southern boundary
filed); alternatively

of the North Canterbury

Gl for wine (as

Request to amend the southern boundary of the North Canterbury Gl so that it accords
with the
material filed by the applicant to show the reputation of wine that is essentially attributable
to the
North Canterbury Gl.
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Submissions:

The Applicant

and provided

herein,

statutory

in light

Consumer

the Registrar

of the following

understanding:

require

that

three

of wine

from

believe

that

establishing
of

reconsider

submissions

the evidence
(which

already

are expanded

on later

in this

need
New

of wine)

from

requirements

not only

boundaries

most

the area where

15%

of the wine

regions":

which

The Registrar's

consumers

rejection

as being from

explicitly

the grapes

from

grapes

can grow:
or change.

equates

were

grown

grown,
outside

It is internationally
This necessarily

as having

the same

the established

Gl area.

of most

North

the "origin"
subject

Canterbury.

the Gl, our submission

accepted

quality,

of the wine

would

that

from
is in

for labelling

wine

from

or other

this enlargement

do not already

is that

because

they

it is nevertheless

in the GI Act - that
adjacent

areas

characteristics
process,

Gl, and worthy

inclusion

of formal
three

within

have the consumer

bear similar
appropriate

purposes

to include

up to

area.

- including

that

reputation

of the rest of the region,

The Registrar

Gl wine

That view

only to the permission

the stated

requires

Through

area at issue in this application

Requirement

We do not

is also based on the view

that

from

are clearly

the

from

them

for

southernmost

of being

and characteristics

to regard

not

and appropriate

reputation

qualities

Gl regions

be able to be

as wine

wines

wines

on these

reputation

establishing

from the established Gl are nevertheless recognised as being
equivalent,
transition to being from it. Should the Registrar conclude that

We expand

of the

of the Gl region.

a Gl requires

Gl; indeed

of the GI Act to

be aware

Zealand law (in particular the Wine (Specifications) Notice
2006, governing

with

within

ofthat

the

must

the precise

of wines

not be recognised

conflict with

recognised

wine

Gl boundaries.

are "wine

the labelling

can grow

1.

provided

are recognised as being from the North Canterbury region,

grapes

Gl regions

also know

boundaries

regions"

is interpreting

Canterbury

reputation

of the relevant

it even if BrH
those

of North

the Gl, but must

not be aware

"Grape

The Registrar

consumers

knowledge

3.

that

declaration):

1.

2.

requests

as wines

within

to wines

within

the

it.

issues below:

for evidence

has rejected

of consumer

the application

understanding

on the basis that

of Gl boundaries

the evidence

fails to show "that

consumers understand the North Canterbury Gl for wine
OS being anywhere north of the Rakaia
Rivef, and states that"the evidence submitted in support
of the reputation of the G/ North
Canterbury for wine should relate to the reputation of the
wine goods os essentially attributable to
the
area."

We take this to mean

insufficient

evidence

Waimakariri

that

and Rakaia

CANTERBURY

Gl.

With

we submit

(Wine

respect,

and Spirits)

establish

of the Rakaia

consumers
rivers

River",

NORTH CANTERBURY

in particular,

understand

may legitimately

this is a misreading

Registration

that "consumers

that,

Act 2006

understand

or more
Gl region

generally

the application

that

grapes

be included

within

of the requirements

(GI Act).

consumers

on the basis of

in the region
wine

from

between

Gl for wine

are conscious

of the

the

the NORTH

of the Geographical

The Gl Act does not require

the NORTH CANTERBURY
that

is rejected

grown

Indications

the applicant
as being

to

anywhere

boundaries

north
of the

at all.

3

Section

6 of the GI Act reads as follows:
Part 2

Registered geographical indications
Nature ofregistered geographical indication
6

What

(1)

is geographical

A geographical
country,

(onsumer

awareness

pwareness

(including

etc.

not mandated

awareness

body

to understand

Awareness
reputation

of a wine

in Section

a specific

origin.

6: First, we note that

aspect

although

evidence

of a Gl is not mandatory

may equally

winemakers,

wine

be evidenced

critics,

all winegrowers

of

writers,

in the

in order

amongst

academics,

region,

to satisfy

the industry,
sommeliers,

the Applicant

retailers,

is in a very good

of awareness.

specifically,

from

to its geographical

is relevant to establishing reputation in a Gl application,

awareness

the dynamics

a wine or spirit as originating in the territory of
a
a given quality, or reputation, or other characteristic,

where

attr(butable

representing

of boundaries,

identifies

of any particular

of growers,

regional

that

territory,

awarenessl

Such reputational

As the

in that

is essentially

consumer

awareness

position

is an indication

or locality

or spirit

of

the definition.
including

indication

or a region

of the wine

(>vidence

indication?

not mandated:
region,

there

Even for an application

is no basis on which

based on the

to require

an applicant

to

prove that consumers (or others) are aware of all of the details
of the relevant Gl boundary.
Although
aware

many

of the

suggesting

consumers-woukHtave

precise

that

boundaries

a sizeable

some

of most

portion

general

awareness,

of the world's

of consumers

wine

virtually

regions.

of Marlborough

no consumers

We are fairly

wine,

would

confident

New Zealand's

most

in
iconic

could not even reliably place New Zealand on a map, let alone
identify where Marlborough,

its boundaries
Canterbury
there

are.

Within

New Zealand,

is, but it is clear

(see Section

is no local agreement,

to begin

most

consumers

would

have some

1 of our Supplementary

let alone

broad

evidence

of

awareness,

about

idea of where

Declaration
where

Canterbury"

Gl,

or g3y. of
North

of 1 May 2018)

"North

be

that

can be said

and end.

To illustrate
mandatory

why we believe
requirement

already-registered

awareness

for Gl registration,

it is instructive

Gls: MARLBOROUGH,

of a Gl boundary

cannot

to look at the boundaries

be a

of three

NELSON and GLADSTONE:

Marlborouqh
In the process
debate
set.

of preparing

amongst

the application

winegrowers

It was generally

(but

as to where

continue

to be broader

should

continue

to be synonymous

clear

understanding,

this meant

in terms

After

discussion,

much

Canterbury
provincial
most

region,

any political

accepted

a tight
with

senior

vineyards

Marlborough

members

Gl there

was public

of the MARLBOROUGH

the "Marlborough"

area of existing

the wider

even amongst

that

boundary

wine

around

political

of the wine

Blenheim,

region.

should

region

and that

However

community,

be

was and

there

as precisely

it
was

what

of lines on a map.
including

consensus

boundary

appropriate

than

the MARLBOROUGH

the southern

not universally)

should

little

to register

established
boundary

boundary

with

the Applicant

was reached
in the 1800s

on behalf

amongst

of Marlborough

Marlborough

(bordered

for the MARLBOROUGH
for some

of winegrowers
winegrowers

by the Conway

in the adjoining
that

River in the south)

Gl area, even though

that

river

North

a historical
was the

has not formed

time.
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This point

is significant:

come together

the reality

is that winegrowers

to agree hard lines on maps; the process of applying

for the first time to agree precisely
debate

and negotiation

There would

in New Zealand

amongst

be virtually

forms the southern

where

for Gl registration

required

for those lines to be, including

them

by public

themselves.

no consumers

boundary

it was appropriate

had never had a need to

who - even today - would

of the MARLBOROUGH

be aware that the Conway

River

Gl.

Nelson
The registered

NELSON Gl region extends

through

down to Lewis Pass, and also incorporates
purpose

of the Gl application,

region's

formal

prudent

approach

delimitation

boundaries

of the Gl region,

winegrowers

something

it was entirely

and interest

Tasman

region, the Nelson Lakes, right

In determining

accepted

these boundaries

for other

that had not previously
there

locations

within

required

within

those

and some differences,

purposes

are currently

logical to call all wines grown

at new vineyard

wines may display some similarities
diversity

already

The view taken was that although

should vines be planted

existing

Spit.

of the region took the view that alignment

to the boundaries

to delimiting

before.

the whole

Farewell

of the wine

was the most

precise formal
no vines planted

that region "Nelson"

boundaries.

those features

of the wine story of the broader

for the

Although
would

in much

wines,

such new

all add to the

region.

Gladstone
Similarly,

but on a different

scale, consumers

might

correctly

iscentredaroundtheWairarapatownshipofGladstone.
boundaries

boundaries

boundaries
marketing

purposes,

and which

we submit

evidence

reputation
there

2.

been accepted

of precise

piece of evidence

boundaries

idea of the area's location,

and wine

or other

of a wine region mgy be provided

characteristics);

who recognise

evidence

should
more

of
either

of that Gl on other

the

grounds

and
in the absence

or any subsequent

opposition,

likely to be in the best position

recognised

boundaries

regions

Report

a Gl generally

of a Gl in order to justify

or the registration

to the appropriate

Compliance

of the

or if they do that it will be anything

must produce

boundaries

of a region are themselves,

and wine

the existence

by

and further

that an applicant

of precise proposed

the winegrowers

The Registrar's

the

for winemaking

as their Gl boundaries.

to assist in establishing

boundaries,

of the wines of a Gl region,

Grape regions

and

but

of Gl region

is no basis for

understanding

(d)

as "Gladstone"

is no basis on which to expect that consumers

reputation
(quality

awareness

as a gg5jjjyg

than a very general
there

of political

of that area agreed to use to delineate
and protect

have now properly

of a wine Gl region,

have any understanding

(C)

of the precise combination

that:

of consumer

an applicant

(b)

that the winegrowers

of the area they wish to recognise

Accordingly,
(a)

ButuntiltheyviewtheapprovedGl

none are likely to have any awareness

geographical

assume that the GLADSTONE Gl region

of any evidence
to determine

to the contrary
the consensus

as

for a Gl region.

are the same thing

includes

the following

statement:
5

You have stated that grapes grown by growers in the Christchurch and Banks Peninsula areas of North
Canterbury are recognised as being North Canterbury grapes, however, it does not follow that wines from these
areas are recognised as being from the North Canterbury Gl.
With

respect,

under

area of origin

New Zealand

law it

The fact that the grapes are recognised
made exclusively
region

follow,

directly,

that the area of origin of wine is the

of the grape"
as North

from those grapes are North

may not make North Canterbury

Canterbury

Canterbury

grapes inherently
wines;

labelling

the "origin"

claims about vintage,

ofthe

wine is defined

area of origin

any other

wines.

This law is set out in the Wine (Specifications)Notice 2006 issued under the
governs

means that any wines

and that grapes from

variety

Wine Act 2003, which

or origin on New Zealand wine.

Under that

Notice,

to be the area where the grapes were grown:

means the region

make that wine were grown...

or locality,

but not the country,

where the grapes used to

[clause 4(1)]

Where a grape wine label includes a statement regarding o single... area of origin, at least
85% of the wine to which the statement refers must be from the stated... area of
orjq7n.[clause
Application
North

of this to NORTH CANTERBURY

Canterbury

Waimakariri
North

6(1)]

region

(as applied

for).

Gl area: The Applicant

River and Rakaia River - are recognised

Canterbury

by the winegrowers

grapes, the wines are also recognised

be sold as such. Accordingly,

represents

Because the grapes-including

as being North

we do not accept this as a proper

all winegrowers

those grown

between

of this region

as being

Canterbury

ground

for rejection

in the
the

wines and may
of the

Application.
We accept that there

is some flux in the characterisation

discussed

below

expected

in a young winemaking

be penalised

(Section

3), this evolution

for evolving

Our Supplementary
"Canterbury"

Declaration

efforts

like New Zealand.

and "Waipara

likely and desirable
consolidate

have continued,

within

with

(www.northcanterburywines.co.nz)

- from

Winegrowers

materials

continuing

a consumer

with

in New Zealand

should

not

of the use of

respect to wine, and also discussed

awareness

Canterbury"

on our North
to highlight

As

to be

of their Gls.

Valley"

into the "North

our area.

and is particularly

dated 1 May 2018 set out some of the history

Canterbury"

that these separate "brands"
marketing

is natural,

when it comes to the registration

and "North

how it is increasingly

country

of winegrowing

of wine regions

and marketing
brand.

Canterbury

perspective

-

Since that date, our

Wine Region's

the four main sub-regions

website

of North

Canterbury:
*

Waipara

- Glasnevin
- Omihi

*

Waipara

*

Waikari

*

Banks Peninsula

+

Gravels

the Canterbury

Plains

I Wine (Spe6fications) Notice 2006, clause 4. Subject to the allowance of up to 15% variance, permitted
the "85% rule" set out in the Notice and now mirrored in section 21 of the GI Act.

under

6

New video
regions,

materials

on the New Zealand Winegrowers

a North Canterbury region

and include

discusses

each of the four sub-regions

To further
Annual

underscore

General

Winegrowers

within

the consolidation

Meeting

cover each of New Zealand"s

video (https://youtu.be/YllROHFz7DQ),

wine

which

the Gl.

in the NORTH CANTERBURY wine region, we note that at its

on 16 August

2018 the Applicant,

Waipara

Valley, North

Canterbury

Inc, agreed:

to the gifting to it of all assets of the formerly separate Wines of Canterbury Inc; and
to amend its constitution to allow former Wines of Canterbury Inc members to become
members of the Applicant, and Wines of Canterbury Inc office holders to become executive

*
*

members

ofthe

to formally

*

Applicant;

and

change its name to reflect

the merger.

As a result the two bodies are now functionally
as the "North
now taking
result

website

Canterbury

Wine

place to promote

in most of the wineries

"North

Region".

"North

merged

This merger,

Canterbury"

and the Applicant
and the resulting

as the predominant

that still use "Canterbury"

has adopted
marketing

regional

new branding

investment

brand,

on their labels transitioning

that is

is likely to
to instead

use

Canterbury".

We note that if the NORTH CANTERBURY Gl is registered

without

Waimakariri

that area that do already

and Rakaia rivers, the labels of wines within

grapes and wines as North

Canterbury

will be required

including

to change their

the area between

the

refer to their

labels to comply

with the Gl

Act.
3.

Anticipating

The boundaries

the evolution

of wine regions

other jurisdictions

naturally

it is established

from time to time to accommodate
with comparable
also expressly
Typically
adjoining,

characteristics.

provided

in this situation,

adjoining

expansion

is currently

of the recognised
communes

very significant
minor

Gl boundaries
practices

recognised

and to include
adjustments

and markets

Gl boundaries

new plantings

develop.

in proximate

to New Zealand

In

to be amended
areas

Registered

Gls are

46 of the GI Act.

winegrowers

recognised

determine

that grapes and wine from

Gl area have sufficient

Gl area that expansion

in common

of the recognised

areas

with the grapes and

Gl area to include

the

areas is warranted.

This, for example,

adjoining

for the officially

that growth,

the region's

and their

change as winegrowing

practice

for under section

the defined

regions

Such boundary

or near to, the existing

wine from within

of wine

boundary

happening

by the proposed

from existing "Champagne"

in the area of the Prosecco

adjustments

Gl region of France, where

Gl area is under way (including

tens of kilometres

increase

in the Champagne

are relatively

Gl region

commonplace

addition

a significant
of non-

regions - see map below).2

in Italy also occurred

recently.

A

More

in the EU.

2 See, for example, https://www.wsj.com/articles/terroir-alert-champa@ne-is-expanding-and-tempers-arepopping-1514561773
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Oenological Expansion
Frenchauthorit}es
places that

are considering

can produce

could possibly

losetheirstatus

H Communes

proposed

Existing

communes

addlngat

Champagne.

There

least40

municipalities,

are currently

known

319 communes

as"communes,!'tothel)stof

with

the dislndion,

but two

undertheproposal.

for Champagne

tei ritory

in the Champagne

expansion

territory

(1 Proposed

%-'a l -"

for removal

- ,

Source: https://www.wsj.com/articles/terrotr-alert-champagne-is-expanding-and-tempers-are-popping-1514561773

This practice
character
existing

is a clear example

of winegrowers

of the wines in the enlarged
Gl area.

By definition,

determining

for anyone

(consumers,

We are concerned
accommodate

wine writers,

area as b

those wines from the expanded
until after the expansion

has been carried

area are precluded

or otherwise)

area ought to be incorporated

If the Registrar

were to insist on the registration

winegrowers

Banks Peninsula)

would,

narrow

boundary

in future,

Canterbury

qualities,

the NORTH CANTERBURY Gl region.

precluded

from

using the term

"disputed"

areas will themselves

within

of

they are not Gl wines

by IPONZ will

will emerge that the grapes and wines

the Gl area itself.

of the Gl using the Waimakariri
Canterbury,

this would

in the Waimakariri-to-Rakaia

face a much greater

particular

is accepted,

by definition

of the GI Act in New Zealand

of North

registered

application

being labelled

River, rather

risk permanently

than
locking

view of the Gl.

of North

reputation,

from

Gl. It is therefore

to be aware of the "reputation"

because

the fact that from time to time the consensus

in place the Registrar's

or

out.

to ensure that administration

the Rakaia River, as the southern

reputation,

to those of the wines from the

as part of the amended

Gl wines,

in a Gl-adjoining

The current

similar

the wines from the enlarged

under the Gl name until those areas are accepted
impossible

that the quality,

area are sufficiently

or other

characteristics

challenge

region

(including

if seeking to establish

of their wines are comparable

This challenge

would

be made harder

NORTH CANTERBURY on their

labels.

On the other

the qualities,
form

reputation,

and other

part of the diversity

characteristics

oftheir

of the characteristics

all of

that the
to those of the
by their

being

hand, if the
wines from those

of the Gl.
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We acknowledge
for North
formal

that the Rakaia River has never been formally

Canterbury;

definition

Gl boundaries,
evidence

however

as a political

we note that the same is true of the Waimakariri

makes it more difficult
and this appears

to the Registrar

recognised

than for some other

to underlie

the challenge

in this application.

However,

River.

regions to provide

This lack of

hard evidence

we are having in providing

the Applicant

boundary

has submitted

of

our

satisfactory
evidence

showing:
Climatic

*

similarities

determinant
sensory

of grape growth

of varieties

Soil similarities

*

the NORTH CANTERBURY Gl region;

free draining,
limestone

found
gravelly

grown

which

throughout

in the region
soils, with

in turn contributes

being the

greatly

primary

to distinctive

the region;

between

pockets

and the Banks Peninsula

The lack of clear political

*

and ripening

climate

attributes;

The similarity

*

within

the Conway

volcanic

definition

and Rakaia rivers - mostly

of special character

being

soils such as the Omihi

soils;

of current

or historical

boundaries

in North

Canterbury,

andthe evidencethat the Rakaiariver is usedb$variousentitiesasthe southernboundary
of North Canterbury;

The fact that we are a young winemaking

*

regions

is still evolving

The Gl regime

development

and maturing

considered
or other

- as evidenced

Canterbury.

if the above - when submitted

reflect

and

as sufficient

characteristig

- when

area outside

later submitted

the Gl - would

representing

of the Applicant
that is flexible

the whole
region

of

our

with Wines

enough

of

to allow for

by those within

of the Gl region - is not

bear a given quality,

to their geographical

be sufficient

and definition

when that is happening.

that the wines ofthe
attributable

merger

in a manner

of the wine industry,

to establish

and the character

by the recent

be applied

by an Applicant

essentially

on what evidence

the adjacent

should

country

origin,
registered

to cross evidentiary

or reputation,

we ask that the Registrar
Gl area plus those from
threshold.

Conclusion
For the reasons set out above we believe
than necessary,

and the evidence

NORTH CANTERBURY Gl as sought
view of this further
Should the Registrar
sought,
within

Statutory
conclude

we will unfortunately
a period

supporting

that the approach

we have provided
in the application.

justifies

by the Registrar

the geographical

is more restrictive

boundaries

We ask that the evidence

of the

be reconsidered

in

Declaration
that we have not provided
be forced

sufficient

to ask for the Application

of one or two years we will have accumulated

the boundaries

taken

as sought,

evidence

of the boundaries

be withdrawn.

convincing

additional

We anticipate

as
that

evidence

and will apply again at that time.
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